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Onstak is at the forefront of fostering business growth by offering Cisco ThousandEyes services that 
empower organizations with unparalleled visibility into their network performance. By strategically 
integrating ThousandEyes into its service offerings, Onstak provides businesses with a global 
perspective on their network, ensuring end-to-end visibility into both internal and external pathways.

This proactive approach allows for the swift identification and resolution of potential issues before 
they impact user experience, ultimately minimizing downtime and optimizing operational efficiency. 
Onstak's deployment of ThousandEyes facilitates real-time monitoring, collaborative problem 
resolution, and the analysis of historical performance data. By leveraging these capabilities, business-
es can make informed decisions, enhance their network infrastructure, and create an environment 
conducive to sustained growth in today's dynamic digital landscape.

-  Global Network Visibility

-  End-to-End Path Visualization

-  Real-Time Monitoring

-  Cloud Service Intelligence

-  Internet Intelligence

-  User Experience Monitoring

-  Collaborative Problem Resolution: 

-  Historical Performance Analysis

- Improved Remote Workforce Productivity

-  Enhanced Vendor and Cloud Service Management

-  Efficient Hybrid and Multi-Cloud Deployments

-  Faster Incident Response and Mean Time to (MTTR)

-  Strategic Capacity Planning

-  Secure and Resilient Network Infrastructure

-  Improved Customer Experience

-  Improved Remote Workforce Productivity

Who has benefited from our services?

What Do You Get?

Core Competencies

Web Servers

GCP

Cisco Observability
Platform

Certifications

How does OnStak help you drive technology with confidence?
Experience the future of monitoring with Cisco ThousandEyes – scalability, easy integration, high visibility 

and troubleshooting that empowers your business to thrive.

Team
Diverse talents across
various industries, we 
cross-train our team to
seamlessly integrate 
technology, driving results.

Our cheerful team, fueled
by diverse perspectives, places 
clients first to collectively 
minimize implementation risks
and empower each-other.

Our end-to-end communication 
and CoE process guarantees 
flawless transmission of every 
byte, instilling unwavering 
confidence in your technology.

Culture CoE (Center of Excellence)

Onstak plays a pivotal role in catalyzing business growth through its strategic deployment of 

ThousandEyes. By integrating ThousandEyes into its service offerings, Onstak empowers 

businesses with unparalleled network visibility and monitoring capabilities. Through real-time 

monitoring and global insights, Onstak ensures that companies can proactively identify and 

address potential network issues, minimizing disruptions and optimizing overall performance. 

ThousandEyes' ability to optimize application performance, offer cloud and internet intelligence, 

and facilitate collaborative problem resolution aligns seamlessly with Onstak's commitment to 

providing comprehensive solutions. By leveraging the power of ThousandEyes, Onstak not only 

enhances operational efficiency but also contributes to improved user experiences, strategic 

capacity planning, and a resilient network infrastructure.
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